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ABSTRACT 
Charging in flames significantly affects the properties of the resultant particles produced because 
of its influence in almost all stages of particle formation. The charging characteristics of flame-
generated sub-3 nm particles were investigated with three enhanced particle detectors including a 
high resolution differential mobility analyzer (DMA) coupled with an electrometer, a particle 
size magnifier coupled with a butanol-based condensation particle counter (PSM-bCPC), and an 
atmospheric pressure interface time-of-flight mass spectrometer (APi-TOF). Up to 95% of the 
flame-generated sub-3 nm particles were charged at a sampling height of 5 mm above the burner, 
indicating the existence of a strong ionization process in the investigated flame. This high 
fraction of charged particles contradicts the classical charging theories, which predict < 1% 
charge fraction for particles below 3 nm. Positively and negatively charged sub-3 nm particles 
generated from a blank flame were dominated by organic ions and nitrate ions respectively. The 
flame-generated ions play an important role during titanium dioxide (TiO2) nanoparticle 
synthesis, as shown by the attachment of nitrate species on Ti-containing particles observed by 
the APi-TOF. The effects of the sampling height and precursor feed rate were also investigated. 
 
KEYWORDS: Flame Synthesis, Charge Fraction, Sub-3 nm Particle, Titanium Dioxide, 
Differential Mobility Analyzer, Mass Spectrometry  
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, the demand for precise control of functional flame-synthesized 
nanoparticle properties, such as their size, morphology, and crystal phase, has led to a growing 
interest in studying particle formation mechanisms in high temperature systems. While 
synthesizing nanoparticles, the flame generates a large amount of ions and charged particles due 
to the chemical ionization and thermal ionization reactions [1-4]. The existence of these ions 
makes the flame a quasi-neutral plasma that significantly impacts particle formation and growth 
processes that eventually determine the properties of the synthesized nanomaterials. The highly 
concentrated ions and charged species actively collide with the synthesized nanoparticles, 
affecting the final product due to enhanced coagulation effects [5, 6]. More importantly, the 
particle nucleation and growth at initial stages are strongly chemistry-dependent [7, 8], and 
therefore the flame-generated ions and particles may selectively combine with the synthesis 
precursors and nucleated nanoparticles, producing nanomaterials with undesired or in some 
instances, tailored contamination. Therefore, the study of particle charging characteristics needs 
to focus on how the flame-generated ions affect the particle synthesis and what can be done to 
control these processes.  
Much work has been conducted on measuring the charging characteristics of flame-
generated nanoparticles. Langmuir probes are often used to determine the total concentration of 
the charged species in the flames due to their simple design, although the theory can be complex 
[1, 9, 10]. Condensation particle counters (CPCs) measure total particle concentrations regardless 
of charging states, and by coupling the CPCs with a charged particle remover (CPR), studies 
have determined the neutral fractions of flame synthesized particles [11]. Size-resolved particle 
charge fractions, or charge distributions, are typically determined by using the tandem 
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differential mobility analyzer (TDMA) method. It utilizes two differential mobility analyzers 
(DMAs), which classify particles according to their electrical mobility equivalent size, based on 
the balance between the electrostatic force and drag force [12, 13]. In a TDMA setup, by passing 
the monomobile particles classified by the first DMA into a charge conditioner and then into a 
second DMA for mobility scanning, the fractions of particles carrying a specific number of 
charges can be determined [14, 15]. Theoretical analysis of the particle charging characteristics 
rely on the Fuchs’ charging theory [16] or Boltzmann’s charging theory [17], which assumes that 
particle charging is in a steady state or in equilibrium. Brownian dynamic simulation has been 
conducted to calculate the steady state-charge distribution on particles with arbitrary shapes [18]. 
Experimentally measured charge distributions matched quantitatively with the theoretically 
predicted results in the particle size range between 10 nm and 1000 nm [11, 19].  
It should be noted, however, that most of the charging studies, mentioned above, focused 
on particles larger than 3 nm. Also, the charging of particles in the size ranges of initial stages of 
formation and growth have not been studied in sufficient detail. This has been partly because of 
the limitation in available instruments and methods. For example, DMAs suffer from low 
resolution due to the high diffusivity of the sub-3 nm particles [20], while the activation of sub-3 
nm particles in CPCs has always been a difficult problem [21]. Moreover, as the particle size 
drops below 3 nm, which is comparable to the size of the ions, the particle charging process 
changes from physical collisions between ions and particles to chemical reactions between the 
charged and uncharged molecular clusters. Due to the differences in the chemical properties and 
proton affinities, neutral species can be charged at different efficiencies, which cannot be 
predicted by the classical charging theories. These limitations hinder a comprehensive 
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understanding of the particle charging mechanisms, forming a knowledge gap in the formation of 
particles.  
A series of enhanced particle detectors created in recent decades can be valuable tools to 
study the charging characteristics of sub-3 nm particles. In order to counteract the diffusion 
broadening of the DMA transfer functions, high resolution DMAs with new configurations or 
with sheath flow rates over 100 liters per minute (lpm) were designed [22, 23],
 
so that the 
residence time and diffusional loss of classified particles were significantly reduced. By applying 
an electrometer downstream of the high resolution DMA, the concentration of the classified sub-
3 nm particles can be readily measured [3, 24-29]. Conventional CPCs have been modified in 
many aspects, which include their working fluid [30], working temperature [31], flow rates [31], 
and flow pattern [32, 33], to effectively activate the condensational growth of particles below 3 
nm. Using diethylene glycol (DEG) as the working fluid, a particle size magnifier (PSM) can 
grow particles from as small as 1 nm [33]
 
to a size that can be detected by subsequent, 
conventional butanol CPCs (bCPCs). By scanning the saturation ratio, particles with different 
sizes are activated and counted, so that the size distributions of the sub-3 nm particles are 
obtained [34, 35]. Molecular Beam Mass Spectrometry (MBMS) has often been used in studying 
ion generation in flames, these studies were typically conducted in low pressure and fuel-rich 
conditions due to the strict requirements of the setup [1]. Limited studies have been conducted in 
atmospheric pressure CH4/O2/Ar flames wherein important chemical ionization reactions have 
been identified [36-38]. Particle mass spectrometry [39] and transmission electron microscopy of 
particles collected by molecular beam sampling [40] have also been used for investigating the 
charging characteristics, growth dynamics, and shapes of incipient soot nanoparticles. The 
recently developed atmospheric pressure interface time-of-flight mass spectrometer [41] (APi-
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TOF, Tofwerk AG) greatly helps determine the chemical composition of the sub-3 nm charged 
particles in accessible conditions [42]. The combination of the three mentioned enhanced particle 
detectors (high resolution DMA coupled with an electrometer, PSM-bCPC, and APi-TOF) has 
served as a powerful tool in understanding the atmospheric particle formation below 3 nm and 
the role of ions in the atmospheric nucleation [43, 44]. Table 1 is a brief summary of the 
instruments discussed above for incipient particle measurement including their acronyms and 
functions.  
In this work, three enhanced particle detectors were applied in studying the particle 
charging characteristics of flame-generated sub-3 nm particles. The total and neutral particle size 
distributions were measured by the PSM-bCPC, and were compared with the high resolution 
DMA-measured particle mobility size distributions. The APi-TOF further identified the chemical 
compositions of the flame-generated sub-3 nm charged particles. This study also investigated the 
effects of the sampling height, the addition of a synthesis precursor, and the precursor feed rates 
on the chemical compositions, size distributions, and charging characteristics of the flame-
generated sub-3 nm particles.  
 
2. Experimental setups and methods 
2.1. Premixed flat flame aerosol reactor 
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental setup. A premixed flat flame 
was used in this study for generating sub-3 nm particles, due to its high stability, one-
dimensionality, and broad usage. The combustion mixture consisted of methane (CH4, > 99.5%, 
Linde AG) and oxygen (O2, >99.95%, Linde AG). Nitrogen (N2, >99.95%, Linde AG) was used 
to dilute the system and control the flame temperature. A set of mass flow controllers (MKS Inc.) 
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maintained the total flow rates of CH4, O2, and N2 at 1.00 lpm, 2.85 lpm, and 6.00 lpm, 
respectively, keeping the flame equivalence ratio at 0.70 (fuel-lean). The stainless steel burner 
was made of two concentric cylinders with inner and outer diameters of 19 and 25 mm, 
respectively, forming a gap to provide an extra stream of N2 with a flow rate of 3 lpm for 
shielding the flame. The inner cylinder was capped by a honeycomb with a mesh size of 0.5 mm, 
and was further filled with 2 mm stainless steel beads to maintain laminar flow with a uniform 
velocity profile at the head of the burner. To study the effects of the addition of a synthesis 
precursor and precursor feed rates, a bypass flow of N2 was passed through a bubbler containing 
titanium isopropoxide (TTIP, Sigma-Aldrich Inc., >97%) at a stable temperature of around 20 
o
C 
and subsequently fed into the flame. The effect of adding precursors on flame equivalence ratio 
and flame temperature were minimal because of the low feed rates of the precursors (Table 2). 
Due to the imperfect design of the burner, the flame does not look entirely flat. The vertical 
distance from the highest point of the flame to the lowest point of the flame was approximately 3 
mm, and the flame height (the distance between the lower side of the flame sheet and the upper 
side of the burner) was approximately 1 mm. Inside the flame, thermal decomposition, 
hydrolysis, and combustion of TTIP resulted in the production of titanium dioxide (TiO2). 
Previous measurements conducted with a high-resolution DMA have shown that a large quantity 
of sub-3 nm particles is formed during these processes [3, 20, 45], and the existence of these 
particles were confirmed by atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of particles collected by 
thermophoretic sampling [3]. The DMA-measured and AFM-determined particle size 
distributions matched considerably well in the studied particle size range, indicating the accuracy 
of the DMA measurement. In order to quench further reactions and particle growth, the sub-3 nm 
particles were sampled by a radially positioned dilution probe with an inlet diameter of 0.5 mm 
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at a dilution N2 flow rate of 24 lpm. The outer diameter of the dilution probe was 8 mm. A 
dilution ratio of around 200 was reached considering the thermal expansion of the sampled flow. 
Detailed descriptions of the dilution probe can be found in Wang et al. [45] The sampled sub-3 
nm particles were then introduced to the enhanced particle detectors.  
 
2.2. Enhanced particle detectors 
This study used a Herrmann-type high resolution DMA (Herrmann DMA) [46, 47], a 
PSM-bCPC [33], and an APi-TOF [41] to detect the concentration and chemical composition of 
the sub-3 nm particles.  
The Herrmann DMA was operated in a closed loop so that the inlet and outlet sheath 
flows were balanced. The rate-controllable sheath flow was provided by a brushless blower 
(DOMEL Inc.), and was further cleaned and cooled by an inline filter and heat radiator. The 
voltage across the two electrodes of the DMA was applied by a high voltage power supply 
(Spellman Inc.) controlled by LabVIEW. The DMA measurement used a step voltage of 3 V and 
a step time of 1 s, which were found to be sufficient for obtaining stable signals. After being 
classified by the Herrmann DMA, the charged sub-3 nm particles were introduced to an aerosol 
electrometer (3068B, TSI Inc.) operated at a flow rate of 10 lpm. By assuming that the measured 
particles carried a single charge, the particle concentration was directly proportional to the 
current measured by the electrometer (EM). The EM current data were collected by the 
LabVIEW through RS-232 communication. In the results section, the DMA-measured particle 
size distributions are represented qualitatively by the EM current as a function of particle size, 
since the data inversion of the sub-3 nm particles was found to be highly chemistry-dependent 
[20]. In order to obtain the mobility of the classified particles at each DMA voltage, the 
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Herrmann DMA was calibrated by the mobility standards generated from the electrosprays of 
tetra-heptyl ammonium bromide methanol solution (THABr, 99%, Sigma-Aldrich) before the 
measurements [48]. The measurement accuracy of the Herrmann DMA has been thoroughly 
characterized in a recent study [47]. The size of the classified particles was further calculated 
based on the Stokes-Millikan equation and the definition of electrical mobility [17],   
pd
eC
Z
3
 ,          (1) 
where Z  is the particle electrical mobility, e  is the electronic charge, C  is the slip correction 
factor,   is the air viscosity, and pd  is the mobility diameter of the particle. Existing studies 
suggest that the volumetric diameter ( vd ) of a sub-3 nm particle can be approximated by 
subtracting pd  by 0.3 nm, which is the gas molecule’s effective diameter [49]. Further 
calculation is also needed to derive the exact value of the particle mobility diameter, since the 
influence of the ion-induced dipole potential on the particle mobility is not evaluated in the 
Stokes-Millikan equation for sub-3 nm particles [49, 50]. However, for simplicity, the mobility 
diameter of the particle calculated by Eq. (1) was used to evaluate the particle size distributions.  
The PSM-bCPC measured the sub-3 nm particle size distributions based on the size-
dependent particle activation. Sub-3 nm particles were first grown by the PSM in an environment 
of supersaturated DEG vapors, and then introduced to a bCPC for further growth and optical 
detection. Details about the theory and operation can be found elsewhere [33, 35]. The PSM 
detection efficiency was calibrated using the positively charged particles generated in the flame. 
Conditions of the blank flame and with TTIP addition were calibrated separately to obtain 
different calibration curves. These curves were then used separately for interpreting the PSM 
data. Due to the fact that different species of particles were observed in positively charged, 
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negatively charged, and neutral particles, uncertainty exists in the PSM-obtained particle number 
concentrations and charge fractions. Furthermore, existing studies suggested that neutral particles 
are less easy to activate due to the missing of ion-induced dipole effects [5, 6, 49, 50].However, a 
recent study has revealed that heterogeneous nucleation does not clearly favor particles with 
certain charging states, while the chemical composition of the sub-3 nm particles plays a more 
important role [51]. In this study, the PSM-bCPC (Model A11, Airmodus Oy) was used to 
determine the charge distributions of the sub-3 nm particles. Teflon tubing is widely found to 
significantly remove ions and charged particles due to the electric field built at the inner surface 
of the tube, and this property makes it a convenient and efficient charged particle remover (CPR). 
This charge-removing effect can be achieved with a very short section of the tube (a few 
centimeters), since the mean surface electric field for the Teflon tubing can be in the range of 50-
200 V/cm [52]. This charge-removing effect is significantly suppressed by using conductive 
tubing for aerosol sampling. A 6.0 mm-wide, 10 cm-long Teflon tubing or conductive silicone 
tubing was initiated before the PSM-bCPC, so that both the neutral and total particle size 
distributions can be measured. The same length of tubes could guarantee the same amount of 
diffusion loss in the tubes. The charge distribution of the flame-generated sub-3 nm particles 
were then calculated by comparing the size distributions obtained with different tubes.  
The chemical composition of the flame-generated charged particles was obtained by 
directly feeding the sample aerosols to the APi-TOF. The APi-TOF could achieve a mass 
resolving power of 3000 Th/Th and a mass accuracy of 0.002%. The spectra were further 
analyzed with tofTools (a MATLAB®-based set of programs) [53], where the accurate mass and 
isotope distributions determined the exact species of the charged particles. To better analyze 
incipient clusters with similar chemical compositions, a mass defect plot was created which uses 
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measured ion mass plotted on the x-axis and mass defect against nominal mass (integer mass) on 
the y-axis [41]. For example, since carbon has an atomic mass of 12.0000 (nominal mass of 12) 
and hydrogen has an atomic mass of 1.0078 (nominal mass of 1), CnHn
 
clusters will have a mass 
defect of +0.0078n. By plotting CnHn clusters in a mass defect plot, one can get a straight line 
with a slope of +0.0078/(12+1.0078). In a mass defect plot, each section of straight lines 
represents species spaced by a same molecular composition. The mass defect plot can further 
help in understanding the conversion and reaction of the species. The “Kendrick mass defect 
spectrum” is based on this idea where both the x-axis and y-axis are scaled to assist the analysis 
of grouped hydrocarbons [54]. 
The particle residence times in the sampling lines were approximately 12 ms, 52 ms, 9 
ms, and 30 ms, for the sections from the dilution sampler inlet to the DMA inlet, from the 
dilution sampler inlet to the PSM-bCPC inlet, from the dilution sampler inlet to the APi-TOF 
inlet, and from the DMA outlet to the EM inlet, respectively. However, the particle loss in the 
system took place dominantly in the instruments. For example, the transmission efficiencies of 
particles in the APi-TOF and the DMA were estimated to be 0.1 to 0.5% and 1 to 22%, 
respectively, depending on the setting of the instruments [41, 47]. Due to the difficulty for 
calibrating the particle transmission efficiencies, the particle loss was not evaluated. It should be 
noted that sampling in a flame with a probe will inevitably alter a sample. Although it has been 
carefully calibrated, the dilution sampler used in this study may not be sufficient to quench all 
reactions and particle dynamics. A recent study by Carbone et al. [24] shows that measuring sub 
3 nm soot particles with dilution samplThaers is very challenging, since the critical conditions 
for suppressing particle coagulation and charge distribution were not achieved even at a dilution 
ratio of 3102.6  . Existing studies also suggested that an adequate dilution ratio larger than 10
4
 is 
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typically required so that the obtained particle size distributions are “asymptotic” [55]. 
Furthermore, the rapid cooling of the sample may also impact the complex state of vapor-cluster 
balance in the flame, and cause alteration of the incipient particle measurement [38, 56, 57]. 
Hence, there is a small chance that the observed incipient particles might not have been formed 
in the flame and are not reflective accurately of flame species.  
 
2.3. Experimental plan 
Eleven sets of experiments (Table 2) were designed to study the effects of the sampling 
height, addition of synthesis precursor (TTIP), and precursor feed rates on the charging 
characteristics of flame-generated sub-3 nm particles. Tests 1 to 4 were conducted without TTIP 
addition to study the effect of sampling height on the particles generated from blank flames. 
Tests 5 to 11 investigated the effect of TTIP feed rates and sampling height during TiO2 
synthesis. The sampling height (HAB) was the vertical distance from the head of the burner to the 
inlet of the dilution sampler. The TTIP feed rate was calculated based on the saturation vapor 
pressure of TTIP in N2 presented by Siefering and Griffin [58].  
 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1. Sub-3 nm particles generated from a blank flame 
Figure 2 shows the PSM-measured size distribution of particles generated from the blank 
flame at a sampling height of 5 mm. The neutral particle size distribution was also measured, 
which is not distinguishable in the graph, indicating a minimal formation of neutral particles in 
this condition. This result also explained the qualitative match between the shapes of the PSM 
and DMA-measured size distributions below 3 nm, because the DMA classified charged 
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particles only. A large amount of charged clusters below 1.5 nm were generated from the blank 
flame, which was also observed in previous studies [3, 20]. These charged particles were 
generally believed to come from the intensive chemical ionization and thermal ionization during 
combustion [1]. During CH4 combustion, the chemically produced positively and negatively 
charged species mainly come from the reactions  
  eCHOOCH , and         (2) 
  eHCHCCH 3322
*
,       (3) 
where the formed ions and electrons may collide with other molecules to form more stable 
charged species [59]. According to recent work by Jones and Hayhurst [38], reaction shown in 
Eq. (2) dominates more oxygen-rich flames of methane (C/O ≤ 0.4). A pool of positive ions is 
then formed rapidly, mainly through proton transfer from CHO  to other intermediates and final 
products of combustion. Previous measurements with Langmuir probes and MBMS determined 
that the concentration of ions produced by chemical ionization in flames can be as high as 
10
11
#/cm
3 
[19, 38, 60]. An estimation of ion concentration in this investigated flame was also 
conducted, and the ion concentration was approximately 10
10
#/cm
3
 (supplementary content). 
This value is close to the those obtained in the work of Jones and Hayhurst [38]. The effect of 
thermal ionization can be briefly evaluated by Saha’s equation, where the equilibrium 
concentrations of thermally ionized charged species can be calculated by  
)exp()
2
(
2 kT
A
h
kTm
G
n
nn
K Iee 

 

,      (4) 
where K  is the equilibrium constant, n , en , and n  are the concentrations of the positively 
charged species, electrons, and neutral particles. G  is defined as ggg e / , where g , eg , and 
g  are the statistical weights of an ion, electron, and neutral particle, respectively. em  is the 
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electron mass, k  is Boltzmann’s constant, T  is temperature (a value of 2200 K is used), and h  
is Plank’s constant. IA  is the ionization potential of the species, which is typically larger than 10 
eV in a fuel-lean flame [61]. The calculated value of K  was below 10-12 #/m3, indicating a 
minimal effect of thermal ionization in this studied flame. Hence, we could conclude that most of 
these ions were coming from the chemical ionization in the flame.  
The DMA-measured size distributions (Fig. 2) demonstrates that positively charged 
particles had larger averaged mobility sizes (lower electrical mobilities) than negatively charged 
particles, which is common in ionization sources [62]. The inverse mobilities are labeled in the 
upper x-axis of Fig. 2 as a reference. A possible explanation for the difference in the average 
mobilities between the polarities is that chemical ionization reactions produce relatively large 
organic particles as positive charge carriers, while electrons are the dominant negative charge 
carrier. These free electrons can further attach on other species with smaller mobility sizes to 
generate negative ions at atmospheric pressure [38, 63, 64] through  
  XHeHX .          (5) 
Through this reaction, major negative ions, such as HC 2 and 
OH , or halogen ions, can be 
generated [38, 64]. According to Fuchs theory, the difference in the electrical mobility may 
cause a higher fraction of particles to carry negative charges, since the more mobile negatively 
charged clusters may collide with neutral particles more frequently. It should also be noted that 
the measured ion mobilities were higher than those obtained in sooting flames (~ 1 cm
2
/Vs), 
where larger clusters of unsaturated carbon clusters were formed [1].   
Figure 3 displays the effect of sampling height on the PSM-measured particle size 
distributions and neutral particle fractions. As the probe height (HAB) increased, a minor decrease 
in the particle concentration was observed (Fig. 3a), which could be explained by the formation 
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of neutral particles by ion recombination above the flame sheet. One should notice that the 
concentration of sub-3 nm particles at different HAB were still in similar orders of magnitude, 
implying a relatively long age (>10 ms) of the generated particles. The neutral fraction of sub-3 
nm particles was very low (< 10%, Fig. 3b), and as the residence time increased (higher HAB), 
the recombination of ions did not have a significant effect on the neutral fractions. The neutral 
particle fraction was far from the theory-predicted values of around 100% for particles below 10 
nm, indicating that a large fraction of particles were charged in this size range during combustion. 
Furthermore, the neutral fraction of 1.29 nm particles was always higher than that of 1.17 nm 
particles (Fig. 3b), contradicting the classical charging theories which predict a lower charging 
probability of particles with smaller sizes. This large discrepancy may be caused by the chemical 
ionization which produces positive ions with different sizes as stated earlier, and may also be a 
result of the unsteady charging process, which is not considered in classical charging theories. 
This feature requires additional experimental work.  
The mass spectra of the positively and negatively charged sub-3 nm particles are shown 
in Fig. 4. The spectra of the positive particles contained a lot of hydrocarbons peaks, which 
complicated the identification of the ion species (Fig. 4a). Possible compositions of the major 
peaks were 

3114 OHC  (107.0708 Da), 

616OCH  (120.0634 Da), 
NHC 3014  (212.2378 Da), and 
ONHC 3215  (242.2487 Da). Unfortunately, the chemical structure of these charged clusters 
cannot be deciphered. Future work will be attempted to analyze the chemical structures and 
locate functional groups of these clusters, so that more information can be derived for incipient 
particle formation. The inset figure shows the mass defect plot of the positively charged particles, 
with the fitted line displaying the mass defects of particles with a chemical formula of nnHC . 
The match between most of the data points and the fitted line indicates that the formed positively 
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charged sub-3 nm particles were mainly composed of unsaturated hydrocarbons. It is also 
possible that the formation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) took place during the 
combustion of methane [65, 66].
 
These detected species are important intermediates during 
particle formation due to their high abundance. Furthermore, they can provide the surface area 
for particle condensation and coagulation growth. It is interesting that the detected major species 
(such as  

3114 OHC  and 

616OCH ) did not fall on the fitted mass defect line, which requires more 
effort to explain this phenomenon. The negatively charged clusters were mostly composed of 
nitrate ions. Major peaks of 

3NO  (61.9878 Da), 

33NOHNO  (124.9835 Da), and 

323)( NOHNO  
(187.9791 Da) were detected and confirmed by the highly resolved atomic masses and isotope 
distributions. The existence of nitrogen-containing species might be a result of xNO  formation, 
especially when the flame was operated in a fuel-lean condition which favors xNO  production. 
Further, the electrons and water produced by combustion might react with xNO  to generate 
nitrate ions, which were also found to be the dominant ions in other types of ionization sources 
such as radioactive neutralizers [62, 67] and corona dischargers [68]. Due to its high 
concentration, the nitrate ions were very likely to participate in the charging of sub-3 nm 
particles during particle synthesis, as discussed in the following section.  
 
3.2. Sub-3 nm particles generated during flame synthesis of TiO2 
After TTIP was introduced to the flame, particles with mobility sizes larger than 1.5 nm 
were detected by both the PSM-bCPC and DMA (Fig. 5). This increase in size was a result of 
particle nucleation and growth at the initial stages. The neutral particle concentrations also 
increased compared to the blank flame conditions, although the neutral fraction was still low (~ 5% 
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at HAB = 5 mm). Due to the large fraction of the charged particles, DMA-measured particle size 
distributions again matched well with the PSM-measured total particle size distributions. 
Separate peaks between 1 nm and 1.25 nm were detected in the DMA-measured particle size 
distributions, indicating the formation of some stable particles during the synthesis of TiO2 [3]. 
These stable particles may act as important intermediates during the formation of TiO2. Again, 
positively charged particles had larger averaged mobility sizes than the negatively charged 
particles.  
The chemical compositions of the sub-3 nm charged particles were analyzed with the 
APi-TOF, and the mass spectra are displayed in Fig. 6. A significant number of peaks was 
detected in both polarities. The existence of titanium elements in the particles was confirmed 
with the high-accuracy mass and the titanium isotope distribution (
48
Ti: 73.7%; 
46
Ti: 8.3%; 
47
Ti: 
7.4%; 
49
Ti: 5.4%; 
50
Ti: 5.2%). The identified peaks are represented in Fig. 6 and listed in Table 3. 
Classical nucleation theories [22] predicted that a TiO2 single molecule could serve as a stable 
monomer due to its low saturation vapor pressure; however, pure TiO2 particles were not 
detected by the mass spectrometer. A major peak of 
HOHTi 4)(  was found in the positively 
charged particles, which agreed with the TTIP reaction pathways in a 
2H / 2O / Ar  premixed 
flame proposed by Shmakov et al. [69] Similar species were also observed in a fuel-rich C2H2/O2 
premixed flame with the addition of atomized droplets of TiCl4 aqueous solution [70]. Other 
identified positively charged species typically contained unreacted hydrocarbons from TTIP 
propanol groups, indicating the necessity for future controlled experiments studying ion 
generation from propanol flames. As for negatively charged species, the nitrate ions played an 
important role in the formation of sub-3 nm particles. The APi-TOF detected a series of titanium 
and nitrate-containing particles, for example, 

234 )(NOTiO  at m/z of 235.9032 Th, 

332 )(NOTiO  at 
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m/z of 265.9012 Th, and 

2382 )(NOOTi  at m/z of 347.8308 Th, etc. The detected compositions 
indicate that, in molecular clusters, titanium has preferable oxidation states other than +4. This 
may demonstrate a strong interaction between the flame-generated ions and the synthesized 
materials, where the flame-generated ions were actively consumed during the particle formation 
at initial stages. This scavenging effect also explains the increase of neutral particle fraction 
observed in Fig. 5. It is also possible that the precursor molecule, TTIP may become readily 
ionized in the flame, serving as the seed for further particle growth. It should be noted that the 
flame-generated ions in the sub-3 nm particles might serve as contaminants for the further 
growth of particles and may affect crystallization. Therefore, it would be worthwhile to conduct 
similar measurements in systems without the presence of hydrocarbon and nitrate species, such 
as in 
2H / 2O / Ar flames, in order to study the effect of organic and nitric ions on particle 
formation and growth. A recent study has shown that pure tungsten oxide clusters can be 
detected through the measurement with molecular beam mass spectrometry in an 
2H / 2O / Ar 
flame at low pressures. However, since flame synthesis is mainly conducted with the 
participation of N2, and due to safety considerations and cost-effectiveness, hydrocarbons are 
commonly used as fuels, further work investigating the role of nitrate and hydrocarbon species in 
the particle growth and crystallization processes is still needed.  
The mass defect plots of the positively and negatively charged particles are displayed as 
insets in Fig. 6. Most of the negatively charged particles fell on the straight line representing the 
mass defects of particles containing 3NO  as the core and 32 NOTiO  as the additional group. The 
mass defect plot of the positively charged particles shows some interesting properties. Detected 
particles had a major trend of decreasing mass defects as the atomic mass increased because of 
the addition of titanium and oxygen, which have negative mass defects, i.e., exact atomic mass of 
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47.9479 and 15.9949, respectively. However, the whole mass defect plot was composed of 
separate segments where the mass defect was increasing with atomic mass, possibly contributed 
by the existing hydrocarbons, since hydrogen has a positive mass defect (exact mass of 1.0078). 
These segments indicate the presence of dehydrogenation and dehydration during the precursor 
reaction. The different patterns of the mass defect plot clearly suggest the presence of different 
reaction regimes during the formation of TiO2 particles. Apart from the cluster mobility and 
mass spectrum, the mass and mobility information of specific molecular cluster is also of great 
interest, since it can reveal critical information on the structure of these molecular clusters, such 
as collision cross section area, atom arrangement, etc [29]. However, in order to obtain the 
particle mobility and mass simultaneously, a tandem arrangement of the DMA and mass 
spectrometer, and more complex data analysis are required, which can be found in a recent study 
of the same group [4].  
 
3.3. Effect of precursor feed rate and sampling height 
Due to the scavenging of flame-generated ions by the synthesized materials, one would 
expect a positive correlation between the neutral particle fraction and the precursor feed rate. 
Figure 7 shows the PSM-measured size distributions and neutral particle fractions as a function 
of the precursor feed rate. It was observed that when HAB = 5 mm, particles larger than 1.5 nm 
were formed, while smaller particles at around 1.1 nm were first generated and then consumed, 
due to the enhanced coagulation and continue particle growth (Fig. 7a). The neutral particle 
fraction indeed increased with the TTIP feed rate, reaching around 10% with a precursor feed 
rate of 0.213 mmol/hr where HAB = 5 mm, confirming the strong interaction between the flame-
generated ions and the synthesized particles.  
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Unlike the case for the blank flame-generated ions (Fig. 4), sampling height significantly 
changed the size distribution and neutral fraction of particles formed from the flame with 
precursor addition. At a precursor feed rate of 0.213 mmol/hr, the particle size distribution 
shifted from 1.1 nm to 2.25 nm as sampling height increased (Fig. 7a). The neutral fraction also 
greatly increased, approaching around 90% when the sampling height was 20 mm. The neutral 
fractions of 1.17 nm and 1.29 nm particles were 53.8±11.2 % and 56.8±13.4 % at HAB=10 mm, 
and 88.9±7.1 % and 82.3±18.3 % at HAB=20 mm. This large difference in the charge fraction is  
attributed to the existence of particles with larger sizes. The ions produced by the chemical 
ionization in the flame randomly collided with and attach onto particles formed from TTIP 
reaction. Particles with larger sizes possessed larger cross-sectional areas (and coagulation sink 
[71]), facilitating the recombination and neutralization of the system. This effect might have also 
been maximized, due to the small size scale of this charging process. Still, the neutral particle 
fractions were far from the theoretically predicted values, indicating a need for analytically 
studying the time-dependent charging mechanisms in the flame [2].  
 
4. Conclusions 
With the help of three enhanced particle detectors, the charging characteristics of sub-3 
nm flame-generated particles were studied for the first time (to the best of our knowledge). The 
PSM-bCPC and high resolution DMA matched qualitatively well in measuring the sub-3 nm 
particle size distributions. Coupled with a CPR, the PSM-bCPC measured the neutral particle 
size distributions during combustion, and the neutral particle fraction in the flame was found to 
be significantly lower than predicted by classical theory. The APi-TOF provided the chemical 
compositions of the sub-3 nm charged species. Under blank flame conditions, the positively 
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charged particles were mainly composed of hydrocarbons, while nitrate ions dominated the 
negatively charged particles. xNO  formation was considered to be the major reason for 
generating nitrate species. A strong interaction between the flame-generated ions and synthesized 
materials was observed, which was indicated by the existence of nitrate species in the Ti-
containing particles. The appearance of these ion species might further affect the quality of the 
final synthesized product. The formation of particles during combustion consumed the flame-
generated ions, which further increased the neutral particle fraction in the flame. Flame-
generated ions play an important role during the particle formation at the initial stages. New 
perspectives on synthesizing functional nanomaterials through combustion may be obtained 
through changing the ion characteristics in flame environments. 
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List of Table and Figure Captions: 
Table 1 A list of instruments commonly for incipient particle measurement. 
Table 2 Experimental plan. 
Table 3 List of some major positive and negative compounds within the ion spectra measured by 
the APi-TOF. 
 
Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the experimental setup.  
Fig. 2. PSM and DMA-measured size distributions of blank flame-generated sub-3 nm particles 
at HAB = 5 mm.  
Fig. 3. Effect of sampling height on: (a) PSM-measured size distributions and (b) neutral 
fractions of blank flame-generated sub-3 nm particles.  
Fig. 4. Mass spectrum of blank flame-generated ions measured by the APi-TOF. a) mass 
spectrum of positive ions; inset plot: mass defect plot of the positive ions (size of the circle 
indicates the relative abundance of the species); the blue line shows the mass defects of nn HC  
clusters and b) mass spectrum of negative ions.  
Fig. 5. PSM and DMA-measured size distributions of flame-generated sub-3 nm particles during 
the flame synthesis of TiO2. The sampling probe height was 5 mm and TTIP feed rate was 0.170 
mmol/hr.  
Fig. 6. Mass spectrum of flame-generated sub-3 nm particles measured by the APi-TOF during 
the synthesis of TiO2. The identified peaks are shown in gray color: a) shows positively charged 
particles; inset plot: mass defect plot of the positive ions (size of the circle indicates the relative 
abundance of the species) and b) shows negatively charged particles; inset plot: mass defect plot 
of the negative ions (size of the circle indicates the relative abundance of the species); the blue 
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line shows the mass defect of clusters with 3NO  as the core and 32 NOTiO  as the additional 
group.  
Fig. 7. Effect of the precursor feed rate and sampling height on: (a) PSM-measured size 
distributions and (b) neutral fractions of flame-generated sub-3 nm particles. Fig. 7a displays the 
size distributions of sub-3 nm particles synthesized at a feed rate of 0.213 mmol/hr at HAB = 10 
and 20 mm. (a). Fig. 7b shows the neutral fractions of 1.17 nm particles generated with a TTIP 
feed rate of 0.213 mmol/hr at HAB = 10 and 20 mm.  
 
 
Table 1 A list of instruments commonly for incipient particle measurement. 
Instrument Acronym Function 
Differential Mobility Analyzer DMA Classify particles as a function of mobility size 
Tandem Differential Mobility 
Analyzer 
TDMA Determine particle charge fraction as a function of 
particle mobility size 
Condensation Particle Counter CPC Measure particle number concentrations 
Butanol CPC bCPC Measure particle number concentrations with butanol 
as the working fluid 
Particle Size Magnifier PSM Grow particles as small as 1 nm to a detectable size 
using diethylene glycol as the working fluid 
Molecular Beam Mass 
Spectrometer 
MBMS Detect the chemical composition of ions through the 
well-designed compact skimmer inlet system 
Atmospheric Pressure Interface 
Time-of-Flight Mass 
Spectrometer 
APi-TOF 
MS 
Detect the composition of ambient ions with a mass 
accuracy higher than 0.002% and a resolving power 
of 3000 Th/Th 
Charged Particle Remover CPR Remove charged ions and particles 
 
  
Tables
Table 2 Experimental plan. 
Test 
# 
Probe height (HAB) 
[mm] 
TTIP feed rate 
[mmol/h] 
1 5 0 
2 10 0 
3 15 0 
4 20 0 
5 5 0.043 
6 5 0.085 
7 5 0.128 
8 5 0.170 
9 5 0.213 
10 10 0.213 
11 20 0.213 
 
  
Table 3 List of some major positive and negative compounds within the ion spectra measured by 
the APi-TOF. 
Identified positive ions  Identified negative ions 
Integer m/z Chemical formula  Integer m/z Chemical formula 
97 
34OHC  
 62 
3NO  
117 
45OTiH  
 204 
82OTiN  
132 
54OTiH  
 220 
92OTiN  
143 
472 OHTiC  
 236 
102OTiN  
146 
56OTiCH  
 266 
113OTiN  
159 
572 OHTiC  
 286 
112NOTi  
173 
593 OHTiC  
 348 
1422 ONTi  
187 
5114 OHTiC  
 396 
1423 ONTi  
229 
6136 OHTiC  
 460 
1822 ONTi  
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